THE CRITICAL COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY

Why the Success of Your
Multi-Platform Business
Depends on Access to a
Global Hybrid Network

The video market is facing unprecedented and rapid expansion.
According to a recent Ericsson forecast, video will dominate 74% of 5G
traffic by 2024. Data from IHS Markit also indicates that an increase in
OTT video services is projected to add $3.66 billion of revenue to the
direct-to-consumer entertainment market by 2023. Challenged by this
growth, global service providers are combining their linear TV channels
with OTT offerings. They recognize the need to deliver content to as

A N I N C R E A S E I N OT T V I D E O
S E RV I C E S I S P R OJ E C T E D TO
A D D $3 .66 B I L L I O N O F R E V E N U E
TO T H E D I R E C T-TO - C O N S U M E R
E N T E RTA I N M E N T M A R K E T BY 2 02 3.
(IHS MARKIT)

many screens as possible or risk being forgotten.

To be successful in a dynamic market, media
companies need continuous network connectivity.
More so, they need highly scalable, ubiquitous
coverage to deliver broadcast-quality content to
every consumer screen. Therefore, agile and efficient video solutions are a must to drive business
growth and keep costs in check.
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The Shifting Video
Distribution Landscape
When it comes to video distribution, media companies have

According to FastMetrics, internet speeds in developing countries are

a plethora of different network connectivity options to choose

surging from low DSL rates to asymmetrical broadband download of

from — satellite, fiber, cellular and the internet. Each network

15Mbps, on average.

has its own distinct advantages. Recently, public internet and
cellular have emerged as cost-effective and robust alternatives

Broadcasters today manage an increasing amount of content and

to traditional broadcast methods for content backhaul. Although

content processes. IP delivery issues, such as route maps, latency,

cellular networks are more fixed in bandwidth compared to

jitter, diversity paths and PoP proximity, can overburden broadcast

satellite, the future rollout of 5G networks will drastically in-

engineers. This can be especially challenging when broadcasters

crease data speeds, enabling media companies to deliver new

need to quickly turn around content. They don’t want to deal with

services that weren’t ever before possible.

added complexity.

Unmanaged public internet is another approach to video

Video distribution over the public internet is increasing in popular-

delivery that is flexible and low cost. It enables new channels

ity because of the implied cost benefit of the backhaul as well as

to be launched quickly, which is especially important today

advancements in encoding, decoding and fast and reliable file delivery

as media companies assess the success of their OTT offerings.

software. Now, there is no longer a need to worry about complex

Public internet is available worldwide, and the amount of

designs and management. Although public internet networks aren’t

available internet last-mile bandwidth has been growing

completely perfect video delivery solutions, Service Level Agreements

at approximately 30% per year for the last few decades.

(SLAs) can help broadcasters deliver a superior quality of service at

The cost-per-unit of internet bandwidth has been declining

extremely attractive rates compared to traditional methods.

at approximately 30% per year over the same timeframe.

B R OA D C A ST E R S TO DAY
MANAGE AN INCREASING
AMOUNT OF CONTENT
AND CONTENT PROCESSES.
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In recent years, a growing number of broadcasters have started

included, will be a requirement for the foreseeable future. By relying

to use fiber, either as a replacement for or alongside satellite,

on a hybrid network, media companies can take advantage of all

mainly for point-to-point distribution. The growing popularity of

the benefits of satellite, public internet, fiber and cellular to securely

fiber can be attributed to its lower price, the expansion of the

transport multi-platform content at a global scale.

fiber backbone network and the increasing reliability of fiber
networks. However, satellite still provides the security needed for
many nines of reliability when the fiber gets cut.
With public internet, cellular and fiber gaining popularity, does
that mean that traditional delivery methods like satellite will
eventually become obsolete? The short answer is no. Delivering
multi-platform video content is a must for media companies, and
that’s why extensive access to many broadcast methods, satellite

Key Advantages of a Hybrid Network
Hybrid media networks are advantageous for a few key reasons

Continuous connectivity: Hybrid networks offer continued

beyond just enabling access to an expansive global infrastructure

connectivity and global reach. Traditionally, achieving continuous

and 24/7 global support. To drive business forward, media

connectivity has been a challenge for media companies because it

companies benefit from hybrid networks being reliable and

required paying for a range of different proprietary network systems

secure, offering continuous connectivity and high availability,

and/or services. Hybrid networks maintain continuous connectivity

and guaranteeing broadcast-quality content. Let’s take a closer

through a combination of high-bandwidth mobile, wireless or wired

look at these capabilities and benefits.

connections along with a terrestrial network, enabling both the
contribution and distribution of content via the most accessible and

Reliability and security: Both characteristics are critical

efficient path onward.

requirements for delivering video, especially for premium
content such as live sports, high-profile events and breaking

Broadcast quality guaranteed: Managed IP transport

news. At the heart of hybrid networks is a secure and reliable

services are one component of hybrid networks and an effective

backbone that enables transport of rich media and data content

way to ensure the delivery of broadcast-quality content.

from any origination source to any destination, in any format for

Relying on managed IP networks, media companies can securely

any platform. Whether media companies rely on a fully managed

deliver low-latency, premium content with an acknowledged

IP transport solution, satellite or the cloud, real-time content can

broadcast standard 99.99% availability and meet broadcast

be delivered effortlessly anywhere in the world with the utmost

standard SLAs. The network service provider guarantees bandwidth

dependability and peace of mind.

and low latency for increased viewer satisfaction.
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Flexibility: Viewing habits are changing, and so are the technologies used to deliver video.
Having access to more than one network means media companies have built-in operational
flexibility. With a hybrid network, media companies have the flexibility to transport video from
any origination source to any destination — in any format for any platform. Hybrid networks
support an array of applications, including everything from aggregation and contribution to
integrated channel playout, OTT streaming and distribution. In other words, you can deliver
your linear channel or event-based content to cable operators, regional broadcasters, over-theair affiliates, virtual MPVDs, DTH platforms and direct to consumers’ living rooms from one
single provider.

Efficiency: Today’s hybrid networks often include cloud components that reduce the cost
of multi-platform video delivery and increase a media company’s agility. Cloud technology
offers a faster approach to launching new channels and improved scalability. With the
cloud, media companies can outsource on-screen presentation with compelling graphics,
legislative regulations (i.e., subtitles, closed captioning, audience ratings, dubbing) and multiple
language transcriptions at a lower cost than traditional playout and distribution methods.
Among broadcasters, almost 40% have already deployed cloud-based technology, with an
additional 52% saying they are “likely” or “very likely” to adopt it, according to the IABM NAB
2019 cloud adoption survey.

World-class network engineering and managed services: Today’s media
infrastructure leverages multiple technologies across multiple networks. By working with a
provider of hybrid networks, media companies don’t have to worry about the complexities
involved with network design, deployment, monitoring and maintenance.
It’s a huge advantage if a hybrid network provider has extensive system integration experience,
including telecom engineers and media technology specialists that understand how to create
customized connectivity solutions such as TV studios, playout centers, digital headends and
production facilities. This expertise will simplify network operations and maintenance and
ensure network security.
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Why Speedcast?

What’s the best way to choose a service provider?
FULLY MANAGED COMMUNICATIONS
Reliable communications require a fully managed service delivered via a global, multi-access-technology, multi-satellite-band and
multi-satellite-orbit network, bolstered by extensive local support and tailored to unique customer needs. With end-to-end services
from Speedcast Atlas, you receive a seamless experience from solution concept to implementation and beyond, every day and
throughout all evolutions of your business.

OUR HYBRID NETWORK — GREATER THAN
THE SUM OF ITS PARTS
Speedcast Media Network acts as a global “network of networks,”

Speedcast Media Network offers three key benefits:

utilizing individual and multiple transmission technologies for

•

Proximity: We provide more than 50 points of presence (PoPs)

the distribution and contribution of live or on-demand linear or

global waypoints, including unreachable rural regions with

digital video. Determining how the network elements should

alternate uplink to 80 satellites and 40 teleports.

align is an area where Speedcast excels. Speedcast will put all of

•

Pipes: Speedcast Media Network offers 10G active-active

the pieces in place — including the public internet, managed IP,

carrier-grade EVPL on three supernodes, each with on-ramp to

dedicated fiber, satellite broadcast, direct connect CDN services

AWS Direct Connect regional exchanges.

and cellular. Speedcast Media Network guarantees an efficient,

•

Protection: Speedcast Media Network provides transparent
carriage of any DVB-CAS content encryption and data security.

reliable, fast, secure and cost-effective delivery solution to and
from any point in the world using hybrid transport methods for
any leg of the content journey.
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• Managed Video Transport
• Content Management
• Multi-Platform Processing
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MEETING DIVERSE CONTENT DELIVERY NEEDS
Broadcasters will be able to better meet the growing demand for

The demand for sports content has ballooned, and content

diverse content with Speedcast Media Network as their primary

distributors are increasingly shifting toward delivering bandwidth-

distribution or contribution platform or as backup to traditional

heavy 4K services to provide the ultimate experience for

satellite or legacy fiber networks. With the Speedcast Media Network, viewers. Speedcast Media Network allows providers to receive
broadcasters no longer have to worry about high delivery costs,

and redistribute high-bandwidth, broadcast-quality content —

allowing for more flexible operations and a faster ROI.

including live streamed sporting events — at a lower price.
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Speedcast Media Network’s Content Exchange Platform for managed video transport services includes profile preloading of segment paths, providing quick turnaround Ethernet-level bridging. Combined by glitch-free, hitless
switching on failover transition, Speedcast Media Network is built for critical video transport applications.

PROVEN QUALITY OF SERVICE
With ubiquitous access to more than 80 satellites via the company’s 40 teleports, Speedcast
Media Network provides the most extensive satellite capacity globally and connects to an
integrated fiber, cellular, MPLS backbone spanning 50 PoPs, with direct links to the AWS
CloudFront. Speedcast Media Network also offers a fully managed IP transport service for
secure delivery of low-latency broadcast-quality content. The IP transport service provides
low latency and 99.99% availability backed by intelligent network management.
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CONNECTION TO CLOUD SERVICES
By partnering with AWS, Speedcast provides broadcasters and

The benefits of this shared service model are widespread. Broad

media companies dedicated, direct connectivity to the cloud

casters can save implementation time and overall cost, improve

from Speedcast and their own data centers. For bandwidth-heavy

operational efficiencies and focus their resources on other

workloads, AWS Direct Connect reduces network costs into and

important tasks such as content creation, audience development

out of AWS in two ways. First, by transferring data to and from

and monetization.

AWS directly, it can reduce your bandwidth commitment to your
internet service provider. Second, all data transferred over your

To summarize, Speedcast Media Network not only offers video

dedicated connection is charged at the reduced AWS Direct

transit IP services for bandwidth purposes, it also caters to a multi-

Connect data transfer rate rather than internet data transfer rates.

platform infrastructure that combines channel playout and digital
headends. This fully digital multi-service content-integration hub for

In fact, Speedcast is the first remote communication service

orchestration of normalized video workflows supports private on-

provider to be awarded Advanced Consulting Partner status in

premise, public cloud and hybrid deployments (see below).

the AWS Partner Network. As more and more media companies
look to take advantage of cloud video processing services, they
can leverage the Speedcast cloud team’s expertise to design,
implement, migrate and maintain AWS and Speedcast cloudbased solutions.
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Speedcast Media Network Multi-Platform Content Processing
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IF IT’S CRITICAL TO YOU, IT’S CRITICAL TO US
Of all the hybrid networks available, Speedcast Media Network is the most extensive, hitting
all of the key industry requirements for continuous connectivity, high availability and superior
video quality. It’s flexible. It’s reliable. It’s secure. And it’s scalable. Speedcast holds the record
for the largest global satellite capacity and satellite service provider globally. In addition,
Speedcast Media Network is backed by years of experience engineering the world’s most
advanced network centers for program acquisition, processing, production and distribution —
with innovative technologies such as satellite, terrestrial, broadcast, IT and cloud. We offer the
widest suite of services and solutions including IT services and system integration.
More importantly, at Speedcast, our focus is on the customer. Beyond being a technology leader
and proven pioneer in system implementation, we pride ourselves on our flexibility. We can
design any infrastructure or solution you need to be more agile, and with our 24/7/365 network
operations centers and global support teams on five continents, we’ll keep your media
operations running smoothly.

A REAL-WORLD HYBRID NETWORK SUCCESS STORY
At Speedcast, we offer real-world hybrid network solutions for real-world challenges.
Recently, a major U.S. broadcaster asked us to build a new kind of delivery system for video and
audio contribution, connecting its broadcast center with affiliates around the United States.
The challenge: to enhance the quality and flexibility of its contribution network while
significantly reducing its costs.
Speedcast abandoned the traditional approach, instead creating an innovative hybrid IP-based
platform that combines satellite, the public internet and a public cloud platform. Using this nextgeneration contribution network, the broadcaster can connect its broadcast hub with hundreds
of affiliate stations for the delivery of linear, real-time and file-based non‐real-time media content.
The unique ability to rely on satellite spectrum for IP news contribution during idle periods
provides the broadcaster with the utmost efficient use of space segment. Our solution automates
common workflows for ease of use and reduced operating expense.

Want to know more about how our hybrid network can improve your multi-platform delivery?
Email us at info@speedcast.com.
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Speedcast Headquarters
Unit 4F, Level 1, Lakes Business Park
12 Lord Street, Botany NSW 2019
Australia
+61 2 9531 7555
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